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HACKERS: Ralf-Philipp Weinmann on the University of Luxembourg’s computer security lab
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Ralf-Philipp Weinmann

“PeoPle will
not believe you”
A University of Luxembourg computer security researcher is using some
dramatic means to demonstrate how insecure your data really is.
Text: Aaron Grunwald — Photos: David Laurent/Wide (cover photo styling by Capsule)

Ralf-PhiliPP Weinmann: doesn’t mind if you call him a hacker

“It started out as a weekend passion,” says
Ralf-Philipp Weinmann. “But, well, we
needed a little bit more time. So I talked to
my boss, Alex [Biryukov], and said ‘I
think I need to work on this a few hours
during the week as well,’ and he said,
‘yeah, ok.’” Weinmann, a research associate in cryptography at the University
of Luxembourg’s Interdisciplinary
Centre for Security, Reliability and
Trust (SnT), is actually talking about
one of his most notorious achievements: cracking an iPhone. But this
simple exchange with his boss is also a
vivid demonstration of his unique role
straddling both the academic computer
security world and the global hacker
community. It is a role that he and the
University are likely to increasingly
play as cyber-attacks continue to evolve
and multiply.
Breaking into mobile devices not only
allows users to bypass exclusive contracts with official telecom carriers, it
can expose both personal data and corporate networks to outsiders.
The notorious achievement of being
first to sidestep Apple’s then-latest
security took place in Vancouver, during the 2010 Pwn2Own contest, one
the hacker world’s premiere confabs.

Weinmann had partnered with his Italian friend Vincenzo Iozzo, who at the
time was a student at the University of
Milan and has since founded the security research firm Tiqad. Out of the
four mobile device categories, Weinmann and Iozzo targeted the iPhone
because they more or less thought it
“would be the most interesting and most
sexy.” Also “because in the media, it was
the thing that came up the most often. So
that’s what you’re gonna attack.”
“Apple had just hardened the platform,
and we knew that we had to jump through
several hoops to crack it,” he says. “You try
to go for the things that people think are
not-crackable. That’s also why the next
year, we didn’t go for the iPhone again,
but we said well, ‘which one is the thing
that is most secure in the perception of the
public? Well, the BlackBerry.’ RIM [the
company that makes BlackBerrys] had
done a number of changes before that made
it much easier for us. So, we thought, let’s
take advantage of that and let’s take the
BlackBerry.”
not only formulas
Weinmann and Iozzo were joined by a
Dutch friend Willem Pinckaers, who
now lives in San Francisco, and they

indeed did crack the ubiquitous device
at the Pwn2Own contest in 2011. “It
wasn’t a publicity stunt per se. It was basically to demonstrate that things are not as
secure as people might like them or perceive
them. And also as a challenge for ourselves;
can we really do this? It’s only a challenge if
nobody had done it before.” For his part,
Weinmann set his sight on the iPhone
because only previous generations of the
devices had been hacked and “there was
a long gap and nobody had done any public
exploit.” For the BlackBerry, “I was even
more interested, because nobody had done
anything public.”
Growing up near Frankfurt, Weinmann
“was very much interested in chemistry.
That’s why my parents bought me a computer. They became scared at a certain
point,” he says. “I was actually interested
in explosives at the time. A couple years
later it became clear to me in a very obvious way that my parents had actually done
the right thing, because a friend of mine in
high school lost one of his fingers in a similar endeavor.”
His consolation present for being banned
from chemistry later turned into a genuine area of interest. When his high
school got internet access in the early
1990s he volunteered to help build the
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Ralf-PhiliPP Weinmann:
seeking better collaboration between academia
and the computer security industry

campus network, including the security system. He also was a member of
the math club, which at one point
examined encryption. “From that time
on, I became interested in cryptology.”
After completing his compulsory civil
service, he attended the University of
Darmstadt, which had just launched a
cryptology programme led by Professor
Johannes Buchmann. Weinmann earned
a Diplome and doctorate, and then
joined the University of Luxembourg
in 2008.
nothing is “uncrackable”
The father of a newborn and toddler
explains that modern computer security is not only about powerful formulas, which is one reason why he and his
colleagues focus on mobile devices and
desktop browsers so much. “Commercial grade encryption that we have today
is actually pretty good. You can screw up
implementations, but the basic algorithms
are sound. So the next level for an attacker
is not to attack the actual cryptography,
but to attack your end-devices, or to perform traffic analysis,” which involves
studying patterns of communication
but not actual messages.
“Even if you crack ciphers in five minutes
[for each encoded message], you’re going
to waste a huge amount of energy just trying
to inspect everything.” Instead attackers
can study communications patterns to
find the weak links in the chain. “Attacking the end points is the much cheaper
option here. This is something that we did
like the iPhone or the BlackBerry. You
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send people an email saying ‘ hey look at
these photos’, somebody clicks on” the link
and their system is compromised. Even
though the software for such back-door
vulnerabilities trade on the black market for up to 100,000 US dollars, “it
turns out it’s still cheaper for them to do it
this way than to attack the cryptography.”
At the same time, security experts do
need to constantly fine-tune their formulas. “This has to be an ongoing process,
otherwise you will have advancements in
some other field of mathematics that can be
transferred and then you have a surprise,”
he says. “This is conjecture, but nothing
available today is going to be secure in 50
or 100 years. They will be laughing

about” the security software used currently, in his personal view. “When you
look at the history of cryptography, people
always thought something was ‘uncrackable’ but then it only lasted for the
next three years.”
Case in point is the so-called hash
algorithm SHA-1, which was designed
by the US electronic spy agency NSA.
This is the scheme used for secure
internet connections, symbolised by the
padlock symbol in your browser whenever, for example, you logon to your
bank account, use a credit card online
or sign-in to your company’s private
network. “We’ve known for a number of
years that SHA-1 can be attacked.” Wein-
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iPhone hacks: attacking Apple devices is an effective way to get the word out

mann explains that at a conference
last month a Dutch doctoral student previewed his PhD thesis demonstrating one of many potential ways to
break SHA-1 in the next few years. By
coincidence, a conference was also held
last month in Washington to narrow
down the candidates for SHA-1’s
replacement. Although Weinmann
was not involved, three teams from the
University of Luxembourg submitted
designs, the most coming from any
single institution, he reckons. Unfortunately none of the Grand Duchy’s proposals made it to the final round,
which will be held later this year.
Weinmann is, however, currently working with doctoral student Ivan Pustogarov “on attacks and improvement of Tor,
which is a network for providing anonymity. This is a way to mask yourself
when you’re on the internet. When you do
anything online these days, it leaves tracks
all over the place that people can correlate.
From your browsing history, if I’m Google
I can infer a lot of things about your personal life.” Unless legislation obliges
companies to delete data, they will
retain it forever. “For them, it’s valua-

you’ll be
owned
in five
minutes”
Ralf-Philipp Weinmann

ble,” he says. “Even if you don’t realise
something today, you might have an algorithm for mining this data in three years.”
Asked if he himself has thought about
working in the private sector, he says,
“I have been tempted, yes. Despite the salaries being very, very good in Luxembourg compared to other universities, the
pay in the private sector would be significantly higher, especially if you know how
to write exploits.” However, “you’re entering the area where you don’t know what
other people will do with the technology that
you’ve created,” Weinmann explains. “I’m
not talking about selling to the Russian
mafia, I’m talking about selling to a European government or to a NATO country.
Still you don’t know what these things are
being used for, so it can be disruptive to your

sleep patterns,” he understands from
friends who have made such moves.
Equally “I very much enjoy being both in
academia and being able to interface with
the security community. But being in the
security community full-time is not something that would allow me to be as open
minded as I am today.” Commercial
considerations often means focusing on
a few narrow areas and so “you don’t
expand your horizons anymore.”
In addition, certain “commercial developments are something that is very, very
unfortunate that has happened in the
security community in the last couple of
years. A lot of people get sucked into this. I
wouldn’t say it’s so much being commercially minded, because this is just one
aspect. But there are people who are very
skilled in ‘practical insecurity research.’
They’re very innovative in finding ways
around security measures” for less than
constructive reasons.
search for synergy
That said, Weinmann believes there
should be more cross-pollination between
the two sides. “I think there’s a symbiosis
there that could be happening, that is not.
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GRoWinG fast: The number of computer security researchers at the university’s SnT
centre doubled between 2010 and 2011

It’s starting to develop more. But we still
have this problem that people in the security
industry make fun of academics” for being
unrealistic in their assumptions and
removed from realities on the ground,
while academics consider industry experts
to be unstructured in their approach
and uncommunicative in style.
Both groups are starting to mix it up
more in Luxembourg. While Weinmann thinks the SnT is one of the better venues for such exchanges, “we need
to be more successful in attracting the right
people for that. We’re growing fast. But as
always finding skilled people is a hard
problem, especially if you grow fast.”
Indeed, there were 113 people working
in research at the SnT at the end of last
year, up from 64 in December 2010, the
University reports. Yet Weinmann says
that it is fair to expect that more “synergies between the different areas of research
are created. I think this is happening.”
At the beginning of his interview with
Delano, Weinmann jokingly apologises
for not wearing the stereotypical hacker
hoodie, but he seems quite comfortable
with the hacker label. “I don’t have a
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problem with the term ‘ hacker.’ I see it as a
positive thing, personally. For me, the
term hacker doesn’t have a negative connotation.” From his point of view, he is
“both a hacker and a security researcher. A
hacker is just someone who uses technology
in an imaginative way, in a way the technology was not foreseen to be used. I just
turned out to be a hacker who is interested
in security research. For me the excitement
is not thinking ‘I can break this.’ No, it’s
‘this wasn’t meant to happen. Wow, I can
do all of these other things now.’”
That same sense of amazement is one
reason why experts like Weinmann
focus on breaking iPhones and BlackBerrys. “For lots of these things, people
will not believe you until they see it. You
tell them, ‘I can access your computer in
five minutes. You just have to open your
browser or your email programme, you
don’t have to do anything and you’ll be
owned in five minutes.’ They laugh at you.
But when you show someone, it’s a different effect. This is especially the case for big
companies. You have to be able to demonstrate that you really are able to perform
things for people to believe you.”

